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Abstract: Biomass is an abundant energy source, particularly in Canada, as an alternative or primary
source for electricity generation. However, low economy of scale could cause a loss of efficiency for
bioenergy adoption in small remote communities. In this sense, coordination among the players
could promote the efficiency and profitability of bioenergy supply chains for these communities.
There are different coordination strategies with varying impacts on supply chain players’ profit
or cost. Therefore, analyzing and comparing them could provide insights on how to decide about
the choice of coordination strategy. In doing so, this study considers the coordination strategies of
quantity discounts and cost-sharing. The study adopts a system dynamics approach for simulating
these coordination scenarios, obtaining their corresponding optimal supply chain decisions, followed
by a comparative analysis. For a case study, the study considers multiple suppliers providing biomass
for electricity generation in three communities in northern Quebec.

Keywords: bioenergy; biomass; supply chain coordination; communities; quantity discounts; cost
sharing; system dynamics; simulation; optimization

1. Introduction

Renewable energy production has been rapidly attracting attention in recent years to
reduce fossil energy dependency and address environmental issues. One of the abundant
renewable energy sources is biomass, which could be converted to different forms of energy,
including electricity, bio-fuel, and heating for homes and industrial facilities. Biomass
sources include plant, animal manure, and forestry and wood processing residues [1–6].
Biomass conversion technologies are established with a lower levelized capital and op-
erational cost compared to other renewable energy sources [7]. The Levelized Cost of
Electricity (LCOE) is a useful economic scale to compare the various electricity generation
technologies with different capital costs, operation costs, maintenance costs, useful life, etc.
LCOE is “an average electricity price that must be earned by a specific generation source to
break even” [8]. Additionally, biomass-based energy production efficiency is higher than
that of wind and solar energy technologies [7]. The availability of different biomass types
across Canada makes it an efficient source of energy to generate electricity, and a means of
energy security for off-grid remote communities, which mostly rely on fossil fuels as the
main source of energy [7]. Remote communities’ dependency on fossil fuels restricts their
potentials to promote economic, environmental, and social conditions. Canadian federal
government funding has supported wood-based bioenergy projects for heat and power
generation in remote communities to reduce the fossil fuel dependency in these areas as
well as the development of clean energy systems, economic growth, and job creation [9,10].

Despite all these benefits above, supply of biomass comes with several challenges
such as seasonality, constraints on steady biomass supply, and diversity and dispersion of
suppliers [4,11]. Besides, there are further challenges for supplying biomass to the remote
communities as a main or back-up source of electricity generation. The challenges include
remoteness and spatial dispersion of communities as well as small economies of scale. In
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addition, in case of northern communities, there is the necessity of continuous (sometimes
year around) energy supply because of the tough weather conditions [7]. These peculiar
attributes require an efficient biomass supply chain management. In this sense, one of the
main objectives in managing biomass supply chains is cost minimization while ensuring
continuous biomass supply [11]. Moreover, providing sufficient biomass quantities at a
reasonable final price would be essential to biomass logistics [12]. The efficiency of biomass
supply chains and logistic networks depend on various decisions in various stages of
this chain and involve complex trade-offs [11]. In this sense, coordination could improve
biomass supply chain efficiency. Supply chain coordination aims at developing a strategy
to encourage involved parties to align the order quantities from suppliers of biomass with
demand at the end users to ensure maximization of profit or minimization of total cost [13].

Several studies have focused on investigating various coordination incentive mecha-
nisms among biomass supply chain members. Juanjuan et al. [14] studied the formation of
alliance between a farmer, a broker, and a biomass power plant, in order to distribute the
profit and adjust government incentives for increasing the feedstock supply quantity and
biomass power plant’s operation. By designing an appropriate incentive mechanism under
risk perception, Wang et al. [15] proposed a mechanism to provide a portion of local gov-
ernment’s incentives to farmers, distributors, and a biomass power plant to compensate on
biomass collection, distribution, and conversion challenges, thus increasing the efficiency
in each stage. To resolve the challenges in supplying biomass to remote communities in the
north of Canada and encourage communities to establish larger biomass order quantities,
Mafakheri et al. [7] proposed to integrate quantity discounts and cost-sharing mechanisms
with the incorporation of biomass storage hubs. Li and Yang [16] designed over-production
and under-production coordination contracts to ensure a sustainable level of biomass
supply to biofuel producers by providing incentives or penalties for participating farm-
ers. With an overproduction risk-sharing contract, the biofuel producers benefit from a
discount price for buying extra quantities. In an under-production risk sharing contract,
the farmers pay penalties for under delivery of biomass quantities. To ensure on-time
orders, Chintapalli et al. [17] offered a minimum advance-order quantity promoted by a
combination of advance order discounts. Frascatore and Mahmoodi [18] recommended a
cost-sharing mechanism to prevent supply shortage and promote supply chain efficiency
in a supply chain consisting of a buyer and a seller. In their model, the seller initiates the
supply capacity subject to cost sharing among both players to ensure profit maximization.
Another study proposed integrating revenue-sharing contracts with cost-sharing to im-
prove coordination in the case of a supply chain of wind equipment manufacturers and
customer enterprises to promote equipment availability [19]. The cost-sharing strategy is
also proposed in case of fresh-product supply chains [20].

System dynamics models have been proposed for simulating the behavior of complex
systems and their associated decision-making procedures. Forrester first developed sys-
tem dynamics (SD) methodology [21] as a modeling approach to incorporating feedback
structures and dealing with the non-linearity, time-delay, and multi-loop structures of
the complex and dynamic systems. SD has become a foundation for computer models to
analyze complex systems’ structure, interactions, and behavior [22]. A research review
by Angerhofer and Angelides categorized the applications of system dynamics modeling
in supply chain management for inventory management, demand amplification, supply
chain reengineering, and supply chain design [23]. Another research review covers the
application of system dynamics in simulating international supply chains [24]. SD has been
applied for managing the supply chain of rice in a research by Bala et al. [25] to ensure the
continuous supply of rice to the consumers efficiently and sustainably subject to supply
uncertainty. They presented a system dynamics model to capture a non-linear dynamic and
complex system with challenges such as seasonal production of rice, the impact of climate
change, and lead-time and demand variability. SD was also used in reverse logistics to
formulate the complexity of reverse logistic processes due to a high level of variability in
quantity and quality of used products [26]. SD has also been increasingly used to address
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the complexity of decision-making in the energy sector [27]. An application of SD in
simulating the decision-making in renewable energy supply chains, such as bioenergy
(biofuels, solar, etc.) was established by Saavedra et al. [28]. Nasiri et al. proposed a
simulation-based optimization of a biomass to electricity supply chain for non-residential
buildings under a renewable heat incentive scheme in the United Kingdom [29]. They
identified the schedule of decision variables over time by optimizing the total (life cycle)
cost of (biomass conversion facility’s) ownership over subject to a number of technical,
operational, and environmental constraints [29]. SD has also been employed in modeling
of complex macro-economic problems in the energy sector capturing the long-term sce-
narios with feedback on capacities and operations [30]. Azade and Arani [30] presented a
hybrid system dynamics-mathematical programming model to optimize biodiesel supply
chain decisions.

In case of supply chain coordination, an SD approach could be used to investigate
the long-term and dynamic complexity coordination mechanisms [26,31]. SD simulation
modeling has also been established for improving information sharing as a means of
improving coordination among supply chain members and enhancing a participatory
decision-making process [32,33]. Rendón-Sagardi et al. [34] proposed a SD model to
assist decision-makers in improving the coordination across an ethanol supply chain and
logistic process. They used SD simulation modeling to observe and analyze the effects of
coordination policies.

In the light of the above literature, this paper incorporates formulation of quantity
discounts and cost-sharing coordination strategies in case of biomass supply chain for
Canada’s remote northern communities. System dynamics modeling is adopted to simulate,
analyze, and compare these coordination strategies and how they affect the biomass
supply chain characteristics. This study attempts to conduct dynamic modeling and
simulation of biomass supply chain coordination schemes with a particular application to
remote communities.

Considering the literature, supplying biomass for power generation in Canada’s
remote communities has been highly considered to develop clean energy systems and
diminish fossil fuel dependency. Discussed challenges in supplying biomass to remote
communities require an efficient biomass supply chain to ensure sufficient biomass supply
at a reasonable price to improve the biomass-based electricity generation while minimizing
the cost. Through the literature review, we can see that many scholars have established
several coordination strategies to improve supply chain efficiency. However, comparing
the coordination strategies to select the most efficient one could play a significant role in
overcoming the mentioned challenges in supplying biomass for these communities. In this
sense, we need to observe the impacts of coordination strategies on the biomass supply
chain over time and compare them in various conditions to choose the most efficient one.
In this regard, we are dealing with several decisions over time under each coordination
scenario with complex trade-offs (and feedback) among them. There is currently no
dynamic modeling to compare coordination strategies for the biomass supply chain of
remote communities. Therefore, we adopt the SD approach to simulate the dynamic
complexity of coordination scenarios in remote communities’ biomass supply chain. The
impacts of coordination strategies and no coordination strategy on the optimal supply chain
arrangements are then analyzed and compared to decide about coordination strategies or
no coordination scenario. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the problem and introduces the main assumptions and characteristics of the
model. The system dynamics models, as well as the objective functions and constraints of
the optimization problem, are explored in Section 3. Section 4 presents the case study and
relevant simulation and optimization results. Section 5 concludes the study with proposing
avenues for future research.
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2. Problem Description

This study attempts to propose a simulation-based optimization model to analyze
and compare coordination strategies in biomass supply chains. A biomass supply chain
typically consists of suppliers, hubs (as purchase-distribution channels), and remote com-
munities as the end-users of electricity [7]. The hubs purchase biomass according to the
suppliers’ offered prices and distribute it to the communities by offering them a final price.
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of such a biomass supply chain. The paper investigates
quantity discounts and cost-sharing strategies to promote coordination in biomass supply
chains, where a focus on biomass supply for electricity generation in off-grid remote areas
is advocated as to investigate the impact of the above coordination schemes.
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Wood-based bioenergy systems have been recently supported and developed for
Canada’s remote communities, while the wood-based bioenergy supply chain is still
complex and young in Canada [9,10]. This category of biomass originates mostly from
forestry sector in form of wood chips and wood pellets [4]. Wood pellet is one of the
wood-based types of residue obtained from the pelletization process. The uniform shape
and size of wood pellet and other properties such as low moisture content and high-energy
content make the logistics processes easier than other biomass types [35–37]. Accordingly,
wood pellet is selected as the biomass type for the case of this study.

Establishing a large delivery quantity of biomass from suppliers to communities could
promote the economies of scale in biomass supply chains [7]. A quantity discount strategy
could encourage large quantities of biomass being delivered to hubs and subsequently
to communities. In this sense, the suppliers and hubs will decide about optimal biomass
prices across their corresponding supply chain channels according to demand from the
communities. Moreover, the optimal quantities and schedule of the orders at the hub and
communities have to be aligned, accordingly to these prices. Alternatively, the coordination
could be promoted through a cost-sharing among players to increase the delivery quantities
and improve the economies of scale. In this scenario, the selling entity earns an income
out of large quantities of sales and compensates a portion of the purchasing and storage
entity’s cost to stimulate large order quantities. Although the selling agent increases its
cost in this situation, it could increase its revenue simultaneously. Based on this scenario,
communities, and hubs, as well as hubs and suppliers, share costs to promote collective
(larger) quantities through compensation of costs. In doing so, the ratio of cost to be shared
with other parties across the supply chain will be a decision variable. Both coordination
scenarios are depicted in Figure 2.
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In the light of the above coordination mechanisms, we propose a biomass supply
chain simulation-optimization model (over a time horizon of t) to determine the optimal
schedule of the above mentioned decision variables as well as other variables such as
inventory levels at hubs and communities while minimizing the total cost of the supply
chain. Various technical constraints, including biomass supply capacities, storage capacities,
energy demand, and electricity generation capacities, are also incorporated into the model.
Using the proposed model, various scenarios on quantity discounts and cost-sharing
coordination strategies will be simulated, and their impacts on the optimal supply chain
arrangements are then analyzed and compared. As a reference for the methodology
presented in Section 3, list of variables and parameters of the model presented in the
Appendix A.

3. Methodology

As discussed in Section 2, the presented biomasses supply chain deals with a host
of several decisions over time under each coordination scenario with complex trade-offs
(and feedback) among them. This chain of decisions is also subject to delays resulting
from transportation activities that are considerable in case of remote end-user commu-
nities. In this sense, we adopt the use of a system dynamics (SD) approach to simulate
coordination scenarios over time as well as to incorporate the above mentioned feedback
and delays. An SD model will enable us to identify the optimal schedule of decision
variables while minimizing the supply chain’s total collective cost under each simulated
coordination scenario.

In the sequel, the elements and rationale of a system dynamics approach is dis-
cussed [38]. Then, the model is presented with details of the specific supply chain problem
as well as the variables. The interactions among the players are presented are explored
through a causal loop diagram providing a deep understanding of the dynamism resulted
from these interactions under each coordination scenario. Then, the model formulations
and details of its building blocks including stocks and flows are presented paving the path
to turn into structuring the optimization problem.

3.1. Causal Relationships

A causal loop diagram (CLD) is a representative tool for illustrating the feedback
structures of a system. It is built upon presenting the relationships among the variables by
causal links with arrows. If the relationship is balancing, with the related variables change
in an opposite direction the arrow will be represented by a negative (−) sign while it they
change in the same direction, the relationship is considered a reinforcing one represented
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by a positive (+) sign [39]. The causal relationship diagrams of coordination strategies in a
biomass supply chain are presented as follows.

For quantity discount strategy, the causal loop diagram is shown in Figure 3. By
offering a discount to hubs, suppliers encourage them to order large quantities and accord-
ingly benefit from the discounted price. With respect to the ratio of order quantity to their
capacity, the suppliers offer a discounted price to hubs. On the other hand, the orders are
constrained by the supply capacity and hub’s storage capacity. In this sense, the suppliers’
biomass price offered to hubs is a decision variable for suppliers, while the hubs decide on
the order quantity to acquire from suppliers. The hubs in turn offer a discounted price to
encourage delivery of larger quantities to communities, which is subject to their storage
capacity. In response, communities decide on how much biomass to order subject to their
own storage capacity as well as the available biomass inventory levels at hubs.
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For a cost-sharing strategy, the causal loop is represented by Figure 4. The communities
are willing to order large quantities if they can share a portion of their costs with hubs. Hubs
have the motivation for such a cost sharing if it encourages purchases by communities,
resulting in higher revenues for hubs accordingly. Such a decision will be subject to the
hubs’ storage capacity as well as communities’ needs and storage capacities. A similar
motivation exists for cost sharing between suppliers and hubs.
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Figures 3 and 4 consist of the feedback loops with a loop identifier. There are two
reinforcing loops (R1 and R2) in CLDs capturing the coordination strategies. The interaction
between order quantity and price reflects the quantity discount strategy (Figure 3). The
reinforcing relationship between the cost-sharing ratio and order quantity in Figure 4
represents the cost-sharing strategy. The storage capacities and stocks availability at
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suppliers, hubs, and communities constrains the order quantities and impose balancing
loops of B1 to B3. In case of suppliers, the availability of biomass is subject to the yield levels
and productivity at the corresponding forestry sites. Besides, B4 illustrates a balancing
loop imposed by communities’ energy demand and electricity generation capacities.

3.2. Model

A simulation based-optimization model is constructed by developing a stock-flow
diagram for each coordination scenarios with respect to the above discussed causal loop
diagrams. The proposed SD models are implemented in the VENSIM Professional ver-
sion 8.1.2 software (Ventana Systems, Inc., Harvard, MA, USA) [40]. The SD models are
presented through stock-flow diagrams. A stock variable (represented by a box) could
describe the state of the system at any time step. The double line arrows towards and
outwards of the stocks describes the flow variables as inflows to and outflows from the
stocks. In this sense, the net flow into a stock shows the rate of change in that stock.
Constants (parameters) are the values not changing over time, and auxiliary variables are
functions of stocks or constants in forms of objective functions, constraints, and formulated
strategies [39]. The models corresponding to quantity discount and cost-sharing strategies
are presented in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. In these models, biomass stock levels at
communities, cumulative energy conversion cost of communities, biomass stock levels at
the hubs, cumulative cost of hubs, and the cumulative total cost of the biomass supply chain
are considered as stock variables with their inflows and outflows as the flow variables. List
of variables and parameters of the model with their descriptions, corresponding players,
and units are presented in the Appendix A.

The models are simulated and optimized with respect to minimizing the total cost
of supply chain, presented in blue in Figures 5 and 6. As shown in Figure 5, this cost is
comprised of purchase costs, holding costs at hubs and communities, delivery costs, and
bioenergy conversion cost. Under both coordination scenarios, the aim is at identifying the
schedule of decision variables (presented in red color in Figures 5 and 6) subject to several
discussed constraints. The details of the equations formulating the objective function and
constraints of the model are provided in the following section.
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3.3. Equations
3.3.1. Objective Function for Quantity Discount Scenario

The objective function is the total cumulative cost of biomass supply chain minimized
over a time horizon T, as expressed in Equation (1).

Minimize

C(T) =
∫ T

t=0
c(t)dt (1)

where c(t) is the total cost of biomass supply chain at time “t” calculated through Equation (2)
under a quantity discount strategy as:

c(t) = BPC(t) + BSH(t) + BDC(t) + BSC(t) + BCC(t) + FEC(t) (2)

and BPC(t): Biomass purchasing cost at time “t” (Equation (3))—(CAD/month), BSH(t):
Biomass storage cost at hubs at time “t” (Equation (5))—(CAD/month), BDC(t): Biomass
distribution cost to communities at time “t” (Equation (6))—(CAD/month), BSC(t): Biomass
storage cost at communities at time “t” (Equation (8))—(CAD/month), BCC(t): Biomass to
electricity conversion cost at time “t” (Equation (9))—(CAD/month), and FEC(t): Fossil-
based energy generation cost at time “t” (Equation (11))—(CAD/month). The details of
equations are as follows:

BPC(t) = ∑
k

∑
i

P(t)
ik ·x(t)ki (3)

where P(t)
ik : Biomass price offered by supplier “i” to hub “k” including delivery at time

“t”—(CAD/kg), x(t)ki : Biomass order by hub “k” to supplier “i” at time “t”—(kg/month).
Equation (3) captures the fact that purchasing cost of biomass at time “t” is a function

of prices offered by suppliers and the corresponding quantities of biomass ordered to hubs.
With quantity discounts, a higher order quantity by a hub will result in a lower price

by suppliers. Therefore, suppliers could present a range of biomass prices subject to order
quantities. Accordingly, biomass price will be a function of purchase quantity and available
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supply of biomass. In this sense, Equation (4) represents a biomass pricing strategy based
on the quantity discount strategy as:

P(t)
ik = Pu

i −
(

Pu
i − Pl

i

) x(t)ki
Si

(4)

where Pu
i : Biomass price of supplier “i” with no discount—(CAD/kg), Pl

i : Biomass price of
supplier “i” with full discount—(CAD/kg) and Si: Biomass supply capacity of supplier
“i”—(kg).

The biomass storage cost is a function of biomass stock level at the hub and holding
cost in hub presented by Equation (5):

BSH(t) = ∑
k

SH(T)
k ·Lk (5)

where SH(T)
k : Biomass stock level at hub “k” at time “t”—(kg) and Lk: Holding cost at hub

“k” per unit of time—(CAD/kg).
The biomass distribution cost to communities is presented in Equation (6) as a function

of the biomass delivery ratio to the communities and biomass price offered by hubs.

BDC(t) = ∑
k

∑
j

R(t)
kj ·y

(t)
jk (6)

where R(t)
kj : Biomass price offered by hub “k” to community “j” including delivery at

time “t”—(CAD/kg) and y(t)jk : Biomass order by community “j” to hub “k” at time “t”—
(kg/month).

The price offered by hubs to communities is calculated through Equation (7) under a
quantity discount strategy.

R(t)
kj = Ru

k −
(

Ru
k − Rl

k

)
·
y(t)jk

Hk
(7)

where Ru
k : Biomass price of hub “k” (including delivery) without discount (CAD/kg),

Rl
k: Biomass price of hub “k” (including delivery) with full discount (CAD/kg), and Hk:

Capacity of hub “k”—(kg).
As a result of pricing mechanisms presented in Equations (4) and (7), the functions

presented by Equations (3) and (6) will be convex in x(t)ki and y(t)jk , respectively. Thus, the

objective function of the optimization problem (Equation (1)) will be convex in x(t)ki and y(t)jk .
The storage cost of inventories at communities is a function of inventory level and

unit holding cost as per Equation (8):

BSC(t) = ∑
j

SI(t)j ·Gj (8)

where SI(t)j : Biomass stock level at community “j” at time “t”—(kg) and Gj: Holding cost
at community “j” per unit of time—(CAD/kg).

Finally, Equations (9)–(13) represent the cost of energy conversion, which consists of
biomass-to-electricity conversion cost (Equation (9)) and fossil-based energy generation
cost (Equation (11)) as follows:

BCC(t) = ∑
j

B(t)
j ·γj (9)
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where
B(t)

j = z(t)j ·β j·ε j (10)

and B(t)
j : Electricity production from biomass at time “t”—(kWh/month), γj: Levelized

biomass to electricity conversion cost—(CAD/kWh), z(t)j : Biomass use for electricity pro-
duction at community “j” at time “t”—(kg/month), β j: Biomass conversion ratio in com-
munity “j” (kWh/kg), and ε j: Loading factor of biomass electricity generation facility at
community “j”—().

As in case of off-grid communities, the dominant fuel for electricity generation is
diesel [41] the cost of generating fossil-based energy (as the alternative to biomass) is the
function of the diesel facility’s energy output and the levelized cost of energy generation
from diesel (Equation (12)). This diesel-based energy output complements biomass in
meeting the energy demand of the communities (Equation (13)):

FEC(t) = ∑j f (t)j . (11)

where
f (t)j = F(t)

j ·δj (12)

and
F(t)

j = D(t)
j − B(t)

j (13)

where f (t)j : Electricity production cost from fossil fuel at time “t”—(CAD/month), F(t)
j :

Electricity production from fossil fuel at time “t—(kWh/month), δj: Levelized electricity

generation cost from diesel—(CAD/kWh), and D(t)
j : Electricity demand in community “j”

at time “t”—(kWh/month).
On that basis, the cumulative cost of hubs consists of biomass purchasing cost and

biomass storage cost (Equations (14) and (15)):

V(T) =
∫ T

t=0
v(t) (14)

where
v(t) = BPC(t) + BSH(t) (15)

and V(T): Cumulative cost of hubs at time “t”—(CAD) and v(t): Cost of hubs at time
“t”—(CAD/month).

The cumulative cost of communities consists of biomass distribution cost to commu-
nities and their storage cost as well as cost of energy generation from biomass and fossil
fuels calculated through Equations (16) and (17):

W(T) =
∫ T

t=0
w(t) (16)

where
w(t) = BDC(t) + BSC(t) + BCC(t) + FEC(t) (17)

and W(T): Cumulative cost of communities at time “t”—(CAD) and w(t): Cost of commu-
nities at time “t”—(CAD/month).

3.3.2. Objective Function for Cost Sharing Scenario

Under cost-sharing coordination strategy, the objective function is calculated similar
to that of the quantity discount scenario (Equation (1)). However, the amount of cost shared
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is incorporated into the corresponding players’ costs. In this sense, the total cost of biomass
(c(t)) under cost sharing strategy is calculated as follows:

c(t) = v(t) + w(t) + HCS(t) (18)

where HCS(t): Hubs’ cost shared with suppliers at time “t”—(CAD/month).
The cost amount shared with hubs is deducted from the communities’ overall cost

and added to hubs’ overall cost. Similarly, the amount of shared cost with the suppliers
is subtracted from the cost of hubs. Accordingly, the cost of hubs and communities are
presented in Equations (19) and (20), respectively:

v(t) = BPC(t) + BSH(t) + CSH(t) − HCS(t) (19)

and
w(t) = BDC(t) + BSC(t) + BCC(t) + FEC(t) − CSH(t) (20)

where CSH(t): Communities’ cost shared with hubs at time “t”—(CAD/month).
Under a cost-sharing strategy, large collective order quantities are encouraged by

sharing a portion of increasing costs (relative to the extent of the order) between the supply
chain players. In this sense, the entity that creates more capacities can gain incentive
(as a saving) by sharing the portion of its costs with the rewarding player [18]. In this
regard, the suppliers and hubs in this study offer to pay for the portion of the subsequent
player’s cost to induce them to order larger biomass quantities. There will be an upper
limit for cost-sharing that reflects the capacities of rewarding players in offering such an
incentive formulated in form of a ratio ranging between zero and one. This ratio reflects
the maximum fraction of cost that could be shared at each level of supply chain and is
calculated endogenously as a variable of the model while minimizing the total collective
cost of supply chain (Equation (1)).

According to the above discussion, the portion of communities (end-users) cost that
could be shared with each hub (i.e., hubs reward the communities to generate larger amount
of bioenergy and thus purchase more biomass) is represented through Equation (21):

CSH(t) =
(

BDC(t) + BSC(t) + BCC(t) + FEC(t)
)
·α(t)jk (21)

where

α
(t)
jk =

y(t)jk

Hk

·αm(t)
jk (22)

and
0 ≤ α

m(t)
jk ≤ 1 (23)

where α
(t)
jk : Cost sharing ratio of Community “j” with hub “k” at time “t”—() and α

m(t)
jk :

Maximum cost sharing ratio of community “j” with hub “k”—().
In the cost sharing coordination scenario, the hubs offer a fixed price to communities.

Accordingly, biomass distribution cost to communities is calculated as follows:

BDC(t) = ∑
k

∑
j

(
Ru

k ·y
(t)
jk

)
(24)

Now turning to hubs-suppliers cost sharing, Equation (25) calculates the amount of
cost that hubs could share with suppliers, as an incentive from suppliers to hubs in order
to encourage larger purchases:

HCS(t) =
(

BPC(t) + BSH(t)
)
·α(t)ki (25)
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where

α
(t)
ki =

(
x(t)ki
Si

)
·αm(t)

ki (26)

and
0 ≤ α

m(t)
ki ≤ 1 (27)

where α
(t)
ki : Cost sharing ratio of hub “k” with supplier “i” at time “t”—() and α

m(t)
ki :

Maximum cost sharing ratio of hub “k” with supplier “i”—().
Note that in the cost-sharing scenario, there is a fixed price for biomass. In this regard,

the biomass purchase cost is presented by Equation (28):

BPC(t) = ∑
k

∑
i

(
Pu

i ·x
(t)
ki

)
(28)

3.3.3. Model Constraints

In the sequel, the model constraints are presented.
Biomass supply constraint, Equation (29) dictates that the total biomass quantity

purchase from each supply source at time “t” is bounded by the availability biomass
at suppliers:

0 ≤
K

∑
k=1

x(t)ki ≤ Si (29)

Similarly, the biomass quantity that each hub could distribute is bounded by its
available biomass stock (Equation (30)):

J

∑
j=1

y(t)jk ≤ SH(t)
k (30)

Additionally, as stated by (Equation (31)), for a particular hub (k), the biomass quantity
transported from all supply sources to the hub at time “t“ plus the available biomass stock
at the hub should not exceed the storage capacity of the hub. Equation (32) also expresses
the balance between the storage at each hub and the deliveries from and to it:

0 ≤
I

∑
i=1

x(t)ki + SH(t−1)
k ≤ Hk (31)

SH(t−1)
k +

I

∑
i=1

x(t)ki = SH(t)
k +

J

∑
j=1

y(t)jk (32)

Similarly, community’s storage constraint (Equation (33)) represents the bound on the
biomass quantity that can be delivered to a community in line with its available storage
capacity. In this sense, biomass conversion for energy production will also be bounded by
the availability of biomass at the community’s storage (Equation (34)):

0 ≤
J

∑
j=1

y(t)jk ≤ Ij + SI(t−1)
j (33)

0 ≤ z(t)j ≤ SI(t)j (34)

Equation (35) captures the relationship between energy conversion and demand at
communities as the combined amount of generated bioenergy and fossil-based energy at a
community shall meet the energy (electricity) demand:

D(t)
j = F(t)

j + B(t)
j (35)
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Biomass conversion facility capacity constraint reflects the fact that the actual produc-
tion output of the facility is bounded by its maximum nominal capacity (Equation (36)):

0 ≤ B(t)
j ≤ tsj·Ej·ε j (36)

where tsj:ratio of working hours (uptime) of the biomass conversion facility at any time—(h)
and Ej: Capacity of biomass-to-electricity conversion facility at community “j”—(kW).

In the solution approach, x(t)ki and y(t)jk are transformed as ratios to hub-supplier and
community-hub channel capacities, respectively. This makes the corresponding decision
variables values ranging between 0 and 1:

x(t)ki = δ
(t)
ki ·X

(t)
ki (37)

y(t)jk = Φ(t)
kj ·Y

(t)
jk (38)

where X(t)
ki : Order capacity to supplier “i” by hub “k” at time “t”—(kg/month), Y(t)

jk : Order
capacity to hub “k” by community “j” at time “t”—(kg/month), and decision variables of
δ
(t)
ki : Order ratio to supplier “i” by hub “k” at time “t” and Φ(t)

kj : Order ratio to hub “k” by
community “j” at time “t”:

0 ≤ δ
(t)
ki ≤ 1 (39)

0 ≤ Φ(t)
kj ≤ 1 (40)

In addition to the above-described formulas, a full list of these equations as imple-
mented in Vensim model is presented in the Appendix A.

4. Case Study and Results

In this section, to show the applicability of the proposed models and the impact of
coordination strategies, we consider a real case study. This will be followed by analysis
of the results with respect to certain characteristics and assumptions in the proposed
models. We then turn to interpretation of the impact of alternative coordination strategies
of quantity discounts and cost sharing. Additionally, sensitivity analysis is conducted to
investigate the parameters variations on the results of each scenario. On that basis, further
insights will be provided by comparing the results obtained under these strategies with
respect to cost efficiency gains and the level of biomass by the communities.

4.1. Case Study

The case study contains three remote and off-grid communities in the north of Canada
as electricity end-users, which are Kangigsujuaq (KA), Salluit (SA), and Ivujivik (IV) in
the north of Quebec. Off-grid diesel facilities currently produce electricity. The biomass
type is assumed as wood pellet, which can only be supplied to communities by waterways
(Figure 7). The communities have small economies of scale because of their size and
remoteness. The case study considers two hubs to supply wood pellet to communities and
receiving biomass from six suppliers. The first hub is in Eastmain in the west of Quebec
(QC), supplied by three suppliers in the provinces of QC, NB, and the state of Maine. The
second hub is in Bathurst in the northeast of New Brunswick and could order biomass
to three suppliers in QC (QC1, QC2, and QC3). Considering one month time step in the
model, it is assumed that the hubs can receive the orders during the time between April
(t = 3) and August (t = 7), and the delivery time to communities is from April (t = 3) until
the end of September. The data used in this study are derived from [7] and provided in the
Appendix A.
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4.2. Results Analysis

Vensim optimization platform employs a Powell hill-climbing algorithm [42] to search
for the optimal schedule of the variables. We consider a time horizon of 12 months to
reflect on the seasonality effects with respect to biomass supply and local climate. Mini-
mizing the total collective cost of biomass supply chain subject to constraints presented by
Equations (31)–(38) will result in search for optimal decisions on the delivery schedule of
biomass, offered prices, and cost-sharing ratios leading to biomass and diesel conversion
facilities’ operational plans as well as inventory levels at hubs and communities. The simu-
lation based-optimization cycle will be conducted over the time horizon. Figures 8–16 show
the results of the sequential optimization and simulation processes for a representative
supplier, hub, and community.

As shown in Figures 8 and 9, biomass stock level starts to increase one month after
ordering to suppliers and remain stable at 102,000 kg for two months in the hub, as there
is no change in the purchasing and distributing of biomass during this time. The hub
inventory level reaches a peak of 141,000 kg due to a reduction in biomass delivery to
communities for certain periods of time. This reduction is the result of limitations caused
by storage and energy conversion capacities. As depicted by Figures 8 and 9, the delivery
ratio to the community is affected by stock levels at hubs as well as community inventory.
The community starts ordering from the hub once at t = 3 when there is biomass availability
at the hub. This order increases to a maximum of 50,000 kg, at which we approach the
capacity limitations. Consequently, the community inventory experiences a reduction with
reduced deliveries to communities and hubs starting at t = 7.
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According to results presented in Figures 10 and 11, as soon as the community estab-
lishes a biomass storage, the biomass utilization ratio at the community and electricity pro-
duction by biomass conversion facility are increased peaking at 52,532 kg and 197,520 kwh
at the peak demand time (t = 9), respectively. At this time, the community reaches a 4 to 1
ratio for biomass and fossil fuel conversion facilities’ utilization.
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According to Figure 13, a hub benefits from a discounted price if it orders more from
suppliers. Once a steady flow of order is established, the discounted price reaches an
equilibrium level. Figure 14 reveals the optimal price and order quantity for communities.
It is recognized that a community is also motivated to order larger quantities of biomass to
benefit from a discounted price subject to constraints on storage and energy demand.
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Figure 14. Biomass order to hub and the corresponding hub’s price.

As depicted in Figures 15 and 16, a supplier compensates a portion of a hub’s cost.
Subsequently, a hub compensates a portion of a community’s cost. The results show that
a cost-sharing strategy could encourage the players to order larger quantities subject to
constraints on storage capacities. Figure 17 presents that the cumulative cost of hubs
increases while the hubs continue to order and hold biomass inventories between t = 3 and
t = 7. The cost of hubs reaches a maximum of CAD 178,204 when there is no coordination.
It reaches to a maximum of CAD 151,705 in case of quantity discounts strategy and
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a maximum of CAD 165,092 in case of cost-sharing strategy, showing savings in both
coordination cases in comparison with no coordination. In this regard, the quantity discount
strategy will be the preferred coordination from hubs’ perspective.
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Figure 18 presents that the cumulative cost of communities is not much impacted with
or without coordination strategies. However, quantity discount strategy corresponds to
the lowest level of cost for communities. The highest cost of communities for quantity
discounts, cost-sharing, and no coordination scenario will be CAD 1,486,210, CAD 1,491,360,
and CAD 1,496,660, respectively. As such, the communities might also prefer a quantity
discount strategy.
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As presented in Figure 19, the cumulative discount offered to hubs and the cumu-
lative cost sharing with suppliers reach a maximum of CAD 26,498.4 and CAD 18,410.2,
respectively. In this regard, the suppliers’ preference strategy would be cost sharing.
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4.3. Sensitivity Analysis and Discussion

In this section, the impact of biomass price and storage capacities on the players’
costs under coordination scenarios are investigated using the Vensim sensitivity analysis
platform [40]. This analysis is performed by varying the two mentioned parameters across
a range represented by a uniform distribution while the other parameters are kept fixed.
The lower and upper limits of variations are based on decreasing and increasing the initial
values by 40%.

According to Figure 20, utilizing more expensive or cheaper biomass could impact
the cost of hubs and communities positively under both coordination scenarios. The hubs’
cost variation will impact the amount of cost-sharing offered to suppliers as well. The
offered discounts are reinforced by biomass price variations. Accordingly, biomass price
could play a significant role in performance of coordination scenarios to an extent that
changes the players’ preferred choice of coordination strategies. Figure 21 shows that the
storage capacities do not have a significant impact on costs of hubs and communities due
to biomass supply limitations. In this sense, the players’ costs are more sensitive to biomass
price variations than variations in storage capacities.
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With varied biomass prices and storage capacities, the players will have different
preferences of coordination strategies. The size of communities and the number of players
at each level could impact the extent of the competition and change the results. In this
sense, the coordination strategies are compared under the following scenarios:

• Opting for more expensive or cheaper biomass types: to investigate the impact of
such scenarios, upper and lower bounds of biomass price (price with full discount
and price without discount) are increased up to 40% and then decreased up to 60%
while other parameters are kept fixed.

Figure 22a,b present the cumulative cost of suppliers under coordination scenarios
when choosing more expensive or cheaper biomass types, respectively. As shown in
Figure 22a,b, using more expensive or cheaper biomass types will not impact suppliers’
preferred coordination scenarios. According to Figure 22b, decreasing the biomass price
by 60% leads to a discount amount of CAD 10,599.4 and cost sharing of CAD 7423.55
equivalent to 60% and 59% reductions in discount and cost sharing, respectively. In this
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regard, the discount amount is reduced slightly more than cost sharing in case of cheaper
biomass types. Similarly, increasing biomass price by 40% increases suppliers’ cost, in
case of quantity discount and cost-sharing scenarios by CAD 37,097.8 and CAD 25,740.1,
respectively (Figure 22a). In this scenario, the suppliers’ cost is slightly more sensitive to
price in quantity discount strategy in comparison with a cost-sharing strategy. The reason
is that the suppliers should compensate the storage cost of hubs in a cost-sharing scenario
no matter what biomass price is. In contrast, under a quantity discount strategy, discount
rates will vary by biomass price variations. In this sense, suppliers prefer a cost-sharing
strategy.
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In the case of cheaper biomass type, hubs’ cost for the cost-sharing scenario is de-
creased by 50% and for quantity discount and no coordination scenarios it is decreased
by 60%. As depicted in Figure 22d, hubs’ cumulative cost reaches to CAD 86,754.1 under
the cost-sharing scenario, and to CAD 72,537.4 and CAD 61,938, in no coordination and
quantity discount scenarios, respectively. Accordingly, hubs will prefer a quantity discount
strategy when using a cheaper biomass type. As biomass price increases, both coordination
scenarios have more savings compared with the no coordination scenario (Figure 22c). In
case of more expensive biomass, the cost of hubs increases to a higher level under quantity
discounts, CAD 223,467, in comparison with cost-sharing, that reaches to CAD 213,064. In
this sense, cost sharing will be the preferred coordination scenario from hubs’ perspective
in case of more expensive biomass.

For communities, a cost-sharing scenario creates more savings in comparison in the
case of a cheaper biomass type. As depicted in Figure 22f, cumulative cost of communities
under cost-sharing, quantity discount, and no coordination scenarios will reach a maximum
of CAD 1,287,080, CAD 1,304,210, and CAD 1,308,720, respectively, with biomass price
decreasing by 60%. In this regard, communities’ preferred scenario will be the cost-sharing
in case of cheaper biomass types. As biomass price increases, communities’ cost in a cost-
sharing scenario will increase with a higher rate in comparison with other scenarios. With
price increases at a rate of 40%, communities’ cost for cost sharing, quantity discounts, and
no coordination scenarios will reach to CAD 1,637,310, CAD 1,628,360, and CAD 1,637,310,
respectively (Figure 22e). As such, in case of more expensive biomass types, communities
will prefer the quantity discount strategy.

• Having larger or smaller storage capacities at hubs and communities: Storage ca-
pacities are increased and decreased by the same rate of 40% while fixing all other
parameters to investigate the sensitivity to the capacity assumptions.

Figure 23a,b depict the variations in discount and cost-sharing amounts subject to
increases and decreases of storage capacity (by a rate of 40%), respectively. As shown,
storage capacity variations will not significantly impact the costs. This is due to the
fact that biomass supply capacities limit the delivery amounts, and thus, having higher
storage capacities could not necessarily lead to increase in delivery amounts. According to
Figure 23a, suppliers will still prefer the cost-sharing strategy if storage capacities increase.
Similarly, storage capacity reduction does not contribute to considerable decrease in cost-
sharing amount (only a reduction rate of 1%). In contrary, reduction of storage capacities
results in discount amount being reduced by 12% reaching a maximum of CAD 23,147.1.
This is still higher than cost of suppliers under the cost-sharing scenario (CAD 18,426.3). It
is thus expected that a quantity discount strategy is preferred by suppliers in cases of very
small storage capacities (such that to limit the deliveries).
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As depicted in Figure 23c,d, both coordination scenarios will contribute to hubs’ cost
savings compared with a no coordination scenario in case of varied storage capacities.
If storage capacities are decreased by 40%, hubs cost will be reduced by 13% and 8%
reaching to CAD 143,514 and CAD 138,738 in cost-sharing and quantity discount scenarios,
respectively (Figure 23d). The results show that hubs’ cost in cost-sharing scenario is
very close to that of quantity discount scenario. This reflects the fact that smaller storage
capacities lead to smaller order quantities resulting in lower discounts. As such, cost-
sharing will be the preferred strategy in case of very small storage capacities. On the other
hand, communities and hubs will be motivated to order larger quantities if they have larger
storage capacities. In this sense, a quantity discount strategy will be preferred by them
in case of larger storage capacities. As shown in Figure 23c, hubs’ cumulative cost under
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quantity discount, cost-sharing, and no coordination scenarios are CAD 151,215, CAD
159,303, and CAD 177,714, respectively, in case storage capacities increase by 40%.

Figure 23e,f show that storage capacity variations will not impact communities’ cost
significantly. However, with larger storage capacities, a communities’ cumulative cost
will decrease further under quantity discount and cost-sharing as well as no coordination
scenarios reaching to CAD 1,474,320, CAD 1,483,390, and CAD 1,483,400 (Figure 23e).
This reflects the fact that communities could order larger quantities when they have larger
storage capacities to benefit from higher discounts and cost-sharing. Additionally, the share
of electricity production from biomass will increase in both coordination scenarios with
larger storage capacities. The results show that increasing storage capacities by 40% leads
to improving the share of electricity production from biomass by 17% in both coordination
scenarios. The share of biomass in electricity generation ranges from 34% to 40% in
coordination scenarios when capacity storage increases by 40%. In this case, communities
will prefer quantity discounts due to higher savings. Smaller choices for storage capacities
do not have an impact on communities’ preference of coordination scenarios but increase
communities’ cost under all scenarios, with quantity discounts scenario presenting the
lowest cost at CAD 1,515,060 (Figure 23f).

• Dealing with larger or smaller communities: Obviously, large communities are ex-
pected to demand more electricity compared with smaller communities. Accordingly,
electricity demand is increased up to 70% to investigate the effect of larger commu-
nities. In addition, electricity demand is decreased by 40% to capture the effect of
dealing with smaller communities. Note that all other parameters are kept fixed.

Figure 24a,b present suppliers’ cost for larger and smaller communities, respectively.
The results show that communities’ size does not impact the amount of discount offered to
hubs. Accordingly, suppliers’ cost will not be affected by communities’ size in a quantity
discount scenario. Additionally, communities’ size does not contribute to considerable
variations in cost-sharing. According to Figure 24b, cost sharing increases almost by 1%
and reaches to a maximum of CAD 18,426.4 in case of dealing with smaller communities.
This slight growth is due to reduction in biomass use, increasing the hubs’ storage cost,
and thus, slightly increasing the cost sharing with suppliers. Overall, suppliers will prefer
a cost-sharing scenario for any size of communities.

As depicted in Figure 24d, in case of dealing with smaller communities, hubs’ cost
increases to CAD 172,959, CAD 153,807, and CAD 180,156 under cost-sharing, quantity
discounts, and no coordination scenarios, respectively. In this case, the cost-sharing strategy
results in the highest increase in hubs’ cost (by 4%). In this sense, the quantity discount
strategy will be preferred by hubs in case of dealing with small communities as lower
demand and lower delivery of biomass lead to increasing the storage cost of hubs. In
addition, communities will share a larger portion of their cost with hubs in case of smaller
communities. As depicted in Figure 24c, in case of dealing with larger communities, cost
of hubs decreases at a higher rate in cost-sharing scenario compared with other scenarios.
Hubs’ cost reaches to a maximum of CAD 159,494 with cost-sharing and CAD 151,404 with
quantity discount scenario. In this regard, in case of dealing with large communities, cost
sharing might be preferred by hubs.
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Turning to communities’ cost, smaller communities will prefer a cost-sharing strategy,
according to Figure 24f. The cost sharing will increase in case of smaller communities to
motivate larger order deliveries. A larger biomass delivery quantity is expected for cost
sharing compared with a quantity discount and no coordination scenarios. Accordingly,
the highest share of biomass in electricity generation, 46%, corresponds to the cost-sharing
scenario. As shown in Figure 24e, communities’ cost increased and reaches a maximum of
CAD 2,642,870, CAD 2,631,370, and CAD 2,642,870 for cost-sharing, quantity discount, and
no coordination scenarios, respectively. The share of biomass in generating electricity for
larger communities is almost 24% under all scenarios. Considering the costs, a quantity
discount might be a preferred scenario for large communities.
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• Increasing the Number of Parties at Each Level of Supply Chain: In case of having
more suppliers, total biomass supply amount could increase. Similarly, having more
hubs and communities leads to increasing the total storage capacities as well as higher
electricity demand.

In the case of having more players, it is expected to have more biomass supply, more
storage capacities, greater demand for electricity, and a higher capacity for electricity
generation. As depicted in Figure 25a, this results in a cost-sharing decrease by 67%
(reaching to CAD 5977), while increasing the offered discount to hubs by 70% (reaching to
CAD 45,047). In this scenario, a cost-sharing strategy will be the preferred coordination
strategy from suppliers’ perspective.
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According to Figure 25b, cost of hubs increases and reaches to CAD 296,987, CAD
257,919, and CAD 302,964 in case of cost-sharing, quantity discounts, and no coordination
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in a supply chain with more players involved. In this situation, cost sharing results in the
highest cost increase for hubs by 80%. As such, hubs will prefer quantity discounts in case
of a biomass supply chain with more players at each level.

Turning to communities, Figure 25c shows that having more players at each level will
not impact communities’ preference for coordination scenarios. In this sense, communities’
preference is still a quantity discount strategy.

In summary, suppliers would prefer a cost-sharing strategy. Variations in price, com-
munities’ size and number of players at each level of supply chain would not impact
their preference. However, size of storage capacities impact suppliers’ cost and could
result in quantity discount strategy becoming their preferred coordination strategy. On the
other hand, hubs would prefer a quantity discount strategy, and having more players at
each level would not impact their preference. The hubs benefit more from this strategy
than cost-sharing and no-coordination strategies in case of cheaper biomass types, larger
biomass capacities, and dealing with small communities. However, in case of expensive
biomass types, hubs’ preference strategy could be the cost sharing. Communities’ preferred
strategy is quantity discounts, and having more players would not impact their preference.
They also benefit more from this strategy in case of expensive biomass types. Similarly,
larger communities are expected to have higher savings and a higher share of biomass
in electricity generation under quantity discounts compared with other scenarios. Addi-
tionally, communities’ cost efficiency and biomass share in electricity generation would be
improved by a quantity discount strategy under any storage capacity scenario. However,
a cost-sharing strategy would be the preferred strategy of small communities in case of
cheaper biomass types.

5. Conclusions

This study proposed a simulation-optimization model to analyze alternative biomass
supply chain coordination strategies with a case study in Canada’s off-grid northern
communities. The electricity generation from biomass was considered as an alternative
for diesel. The quantity discounts and cost-sharing coordination scenarios were compared
based on their impact on minimizing total cost of biomass supply chain. We created a
model that incorporated the coordination strategies to biomass supply chain by considering
the costs associated with the supply, storage, and use of biomass, as well as the costs of
electricity generation from biomass and diesel throughout a time horizon of 12 months.
In this regard, we were able to investigate the impact of coordination scenarios on the
overall cost of players as well as the cost performance of the biomass supply chain. With a
cost minimization objective, the optimal biomass ordering schedule, electricity production
schedule (from biomass and diesel), biomass inventories at hubs and communities, as well
as price discounts (under quantity discount strategy) and ratios of cost sharing (under
cost-sharing scenario) were identified. The results indicated that the quantity discounts and
cost-sharing strategies effectively improved the cost efficiency of hubs and communities
by improving the economies of scale. In comparison, the case study results shows that
hubs and communities preferred the adoption of quantity discounts coordination strategy
due to incurring lower overall costs in this scenario compared to cost-sharing strategy. In
contrast, suppliers benefit more from the cost-sharing scenario. The comparison of results
under different circumstances pointed to the significant role of coordination strategies in
improving the cost efficiency as well as the level of biomass-based electricity generation
while the players have different preferences in choice of coordination strategies.

Since economic gains are not necessarily the only aim of bioenergy production, social
and environmental issues could also be considered to provide a more comparative analysis
of the coordination strategies for biomass supply chain of remote communities [43]. In
this sense, the simulation-optimization model applied in this study to investigate the
coordination strategies could be extended to a multi-objective model to capture the biomass
supply chain’s environmental and social gains. The disposal or utilization of ash residues
from biomass combustion is also a defining factor for adoption of biomass in communities
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as an alternative source for electricity generation. The ash can be used in cement and
building materials production as an additive, added as an asphalt filler, or added to compost
as a fertilizer [44]. It is also imperative to consider demand and supply uncertainties and
analyze other forms of coordination strategies such as risk-sharing contracts.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of variables and parameters.

Sets Definition

i Set of suppliers

j Set of communities (end users)

k Set of hubs

t Time (months)

Stock Variables (and units) with Corresponding Players

Community

SI(t)j : Biomass stock level at community “j” at time “t”—(kg)

W(T): Cumulative cost of communities at time “t”—(CAD)

Hub

SH(t)
k : Biomass stock level at hub “k” at time “t”—(kg)

V(T): Cumulative cost of hubs at time “t”—(CAD)

C(T): Cumulative total cost of supply chain at time “t”—(CAD)

Flow Variables (and units) with Corresponding Players

Community

w(t): Cost of communities at time “t”—(CAD/month)

y(t)jk : Biomass order by community “j” to hub “k” at time “t”—(kg/month)—Decision variable

z(t)j : Biomass use for electricity production at community “j” at time “t”—(kg/month)

Hub

v(t): Cost of hubs at time “t”—(CAD/month)

x(t)kj : Biomass order by hub “k” to supplier “i” at time “t” (kg/month)—Decision variable
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c(t): Total collective cost of supply chain at time “t”—(CAD/month)

Auxiliary Variables (and units) with Corresponding Players

Community

Y(t)
jk : Order capacity to hub “k” by community “j” at time “t”—(kg/month)

Φ(t)
kj : Order ratio to hub “k” by community “j” at time “t”—(Dimensionless)

F(t)
j : Electricity production from fossil fuel at community “j” at time “t”—(kWh/month)

B(t)
j : Electricity production from biomass at community “j” at time “t”—(kWh/month)

BDC(t): Biomass distribution cost to communities at time “t”—(CAD/month)

BSC(t): Biomass storage cost at communities at time “t”—(CAD/month)

f (t)j : Electricity production cost from fossil fuel at time “t”—(CAD/month)

FEC(t): Fossil-based energy generation cost at time “t“—(CAD/month)

BCC(t): Biomass-to-electricity conversion cost at time “t”—(CAD/month)

αm
jk: Maximum cost sharing ratio of community “j” with hub “k”—(Dimensionless)—Decision variable

α
(t)
jk : Cost sharing ratio of community “j” with hub “k” at time “t”—(Dimensionless)—Decision variable

Hub

X(t)
ki : Order capacity to supplier “i” by hub “k” at time “t”—(kg/month)

δ
(t)
ki : Order ratio to supplier “i” by hub “k” at time “t”—(Dimensionless)

R(t)
kj : Biomass price offered by hub “k” to community “j” including delivery at time “t”—(CAD/kg)—Decision variable

BPC(t): Biomass purchasing cost at time “t”—(CAD/month)

BSH(t): Biomass storage cost at hubs at time “t”—(CAD/month)

αm
ki : Maximum cost sharing ratio of hub “k” with supplier “i”—(Dimensionless)—Decision variable

α
(t)
ki : Cost sharing ratio of hub “k” with supplier “i” at time “t”—(Dimensionless)—Decision variable

CSH(t): Communities’ cost shared with hubs at time “t”—(CAD/month)

Supplier

P(t)
ik : Biomass price offered by supplier “i” to hub “k” including delivery at time “t”—(CAD/kg)—Decision variable

HCS(t): Hubs’ cost shared with suppliers at time “t”—(CAD/month)

Constant Variables (and units) with Corresponding Players

Community

Ij: Capacity of biomass storage at community “j”—(kg)

Ej: Capacity of biomass-to-electricity conversion facility at community “j”—(kW)

D(t)
j : Electricity demand in community “j” at time “t”—(kWh/month)

ε j: Loading factor of biomass-to-electricity conversion facility at community “j”—(Dimensionless)

Gj: holding cost at community “j” per unit of time—(CAD/kg)

δ
(t)
j : Levelized electricity generation cost from diesel at community “j”—(CAD/kWh)

γj: Levelized biomass-to-electricity conversion cost at community “j”—(CAD/kWh)

β j: Biomass conversion ratio in community “j”—(kWh/kg)

whj: Working hours per day—(h)

wdj: Working days—(day)
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tsj: Time scale—(h)

Hub

Lk: Holding cost at hub “k” per unit of time—(CAD/kg)

Hk: Capacity of hub “k”—(kg)

Ru
k : Biomass price of hub “k” (including delivery) without discount—(CAD/kg)

Rl
k: Biomass price of hub “k” (including delivery) with full discount—(CAD/kg)

Supplier

Si: Biomass supply capacity of supplier “i”—(kg)

Pl
i : Biomass price of supplier “i” with full discount—(CAD/kg)

Pu
i : Biomass price of supplier “i” with no discount—(CAD/kg)

A Description of the Equations and Variables of Quantity Discount Strategy Defined
in Vensim Platform:

(1) Biomass stock at hub [hub] = INTEG (SUM (Biomass order by hub to supplier [sup-
plier!, hub]) − SUM(Biomass order by community to hub[hub, community!]))

(2) Biomass stock at community [community] = INTEG (SUM (Biomass order by commu-
nity to hub [hub!, Community]) − Biomass use for electricity production at commu-
nity[community]

(3) Biomass order by hub to supplier[supplier, hub] = IF THEN ELSE(Time = 3:OR:Time
= 4:OR:Time = 5:OR:Time = 6, Proportional delivery ratio of supplier to Biomass
order by hub to supplier[supplier, hub] = hub[supplier, hub]*Order capacity to sup-
plier[supplier, hub], 0)

(4) Biomass order by community to hub[hubs, communities] = IF THEN ELSE (Time
= 3:OR:Time = 4:OR:Time = 5:OR:Time = 6:OR:Time = 7:OR:Time = 8, Order capac-
ity by community to hub[hub, community]*Proportional delivery ratio of hub to
community[hub, community], 0)

(5) Biomass use for electricity production at community[community] = max(min((min
((Time scale*Capacity of biomass to electricity conversion facility[community]*Loading
factor of biomass to electricity conversion facility[community]), Electricity
demand[community])/Biomass conversion ratio[community]), Biomass stock at com-
munity[community]/TIME STEP),0)

(6) Proportional delivery ratio of supplier to hub [supplier, hub] = Order ratio to suppliers
[supplier, hubs]/Total delivery ratio of suppliers [supplier]

(7) Total delivery ratio of supplier [supplier] = SUM (Order ratio to supplier [supplier,
hub!])

(8) 0< = Order ratio to supplier [supplier, hub] < = 1
(9) Initial value of order ratio to supplier [supplier, hub] = 1
(10) Order capacity to supplier [supplier, hub] = max (min ((Capacity of hub [hub] −

Biomass stock at hub [hub])/TIME STEP, Supplier capacity [supplier]), 0)
(11) Capacity of hub [hub] = 350,000, 400,000
(12) Supplier capacity [supplier] = 33,300, 34,000, 34,700, 37,000, 35,000, 34,000
(13) Total biomass purchase cost of hub [hub] = SUM (Biomass purchase cost [hub, sup-

plier!])
(14) Biomass purchase cost [hub, supplier] = Biomass price offered by supplier [supplier,

hub]*Biomass order by hub to supplier [supplier, hub]
(15) Biomass price offered by supplier [supplier, hub] = Biomass price of supplier with no

discount [supplier] − (Biomass price of supplier with no discount [supplier]-Biomass
price of supplier with full discount [Supplier])*((Biomass order by hub to supplier
[supplier, hub])/Supplier capacity [supplier])
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(16) Biomass price of supplier with no discount [supplier] = 0.205, 0.21, 0.2, 0.215, 0.22,
0.22

(17) Biomass storage cost at hub [hub] = (Biomass stock at hub [hub]*Holding cost at hub
per unit of time [hub])/TIME STEP

(18) Holding cost at hub per unit of time [hub] = 0.002, 0.0015
(19) Proportional delivery ratio of hub to community [hub, community] = Order ratio to

hub [hub, community]/Total delivery ratio of hub [hub]
(20) Total delivery ratio of hub [hub] = SUM (Order ratio to hub [hub, community!])
(21) 0< = Order ratio to hub [hub, community] < = 1
(22) Initial value of Order ratio to hub [hub, community = 1
(23) Order capacity by community to hub [hub, community] = max (min ((Capacity of

biomass storage at community [community] − Biomass stock at community [Com-
munity]), Biomass stock at hub [hub]), 0)/TIME STEP

(24) Capacity of biomass storage at community [community] = 200,000, 200,000, 1.5 × 106

(25) Biomass distribution cost to community [community] = SUM (Biomass distribution
cost from hub to community [hub!, community])

(26) Biomass distribution cost from hub to community [hub, community] = (Biomass
price offered by hub [hub, community]*Biomass order by community to hub [hub,
community])

(27) Biomass price offered by hub [hub, community] = Biomass price of hub with no
discount [hub] − (Biomass price of hub with no discount [hub] − Biomass price of
hub with full discount [hub])*(Biomass order by community to hub [hub, commu-
nity]/(Capacity of hub [hub]/TIME STEP))

(28) Biomass price of hub with full discount [hub] = 0.235, 0.266
(29) Biomass price of hub with no discount [hub] = 0.362, 0.409
(30) Biomass storage cost at community [community] = (Biomass stock at community

[community]*Holding cost at community [community])/TIME STEP
(31) Electricity production cost from biomass [community] = Electricity production from

biomass [community]*Levelized biomass to electricity conversion cost [community]
(32) Electricity production cost from fossil fuel [community] = Electricity production from

fossil fuel [community]*Levelized electricity generation cost from diesel [community]
(33) Electricity production from biomass [community] = Biomass conversion ratio [com-

munity]*Biomass use for electricity production at community [community]*Loading
factor of biomass to electricity conversion facility [community]

(34) Electricity production from fossil fuel [community] = Electricity demand [community]-
Electricity production from biomass [community]

(35) Cumulative cost of hubs = INTEG (SUM (Cost of hubs [hub!]))
(36) Initial value = 0
(37) Cumulative cost of communities = SUM (Cost of communities [community!])
(38) Initial value = 0
(39) Total collective cost of supply chain = SUM (Cost of communities [community!]) +

SUM (Cost of hubs [hub!])
(40) Cumulative total cost = INTEG (Total collective cost of supply chain)
(41) Levelized biomass to electricity conversion cost [community] = 0.046, 0.044, 0.048
(42) Levelized electricity generation cost from diesel [community] = 0.208, 0.215, 0.207
(43) Biomass conversion ratio [community] = 4.7, 4.8, 4.6
(44) Capacity of biomass to electricity conversion facility [community] = 500, 500, 500
(45) Working days = 30
(46) Hours = 24
(47) TIME STEP = 1

A Description of the Equations and Variables of Cost Sharing Strategy Defined in
Vensim Platform:

(1) Biomass stock at hub [hub] = INTEG (SUM (Biomass order by hub to supplier [sup-
plier!, hub]) − SUM(Biomass order by community to hub[hub, community!]))
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(2) Biomass stock at community [community] = INTEG (SUM (Biomass order by com-
munity to hub [hub!, Community])-Biomass use for electricity production at commu-
nity[community]

(3) Biomass order by hub to supplier[supplier, hub] = IF THEN ELSE (Time = 3:OR:Time
= 4:OR:Time = 5:OR:Time = 6, proportional delivery ratio of supplier to hub[supplier,
hub]*Order capacity to supplier[supplier, hub], 0)

(4) Biomass order by community to hub[hub, community] = IF THEN ELSE (Time =
3:OR:Time = 4:OR:Time = 5:OR:Time = 6:OR:Time = 7:OR:Time = 8, Order capac-
ity by community to hub[hub, community]*proportional delivery ratio of hub to
community[hub, community] , 0)

(5) Biomass use for electricity production at community [community] = SUM (Biomass or-
der by community to hub [hub!, community]) − Biomass use for electricity production
at community[community]

(6) Proportional delivery ratio of supplier to hub [suppliers, hubs] = Order ratio to
suppliers [supplier, hubs]/Total delivery ratio of suppliers [supplier]

(7) Total delivery ratio of supplier [supplier] = SUM (Order ratio to supplier [supplier,
hub!])

(8) 0< = Order ratio to supplier [supplier, hub] < = 1
(9) Initial value of order ratio to supplier [supplier, hub] = 1
(10) Order capacity to supplier [supplier, hub] = max (min ((Capacity of hub [hub]-Biomass

stock at hub [hub])/TIME STEP, Supplier capacity [supplier]), 0)
(11) Capacity of hub [hub] = 350,000, 400,000
(12) Supplier capacity [supplier] = 33,300, 34,000, 34,700, 37,000, 35,000, 34,000
(13) Total biomass purchase cost of hub [hub] = SUM (Biomass purchase cost [hub, sup-

plier!])
(14) Biomass purchase cost [hub, supplier] = Biomass price offered by supplier [sup-

plier]*Biomass order by hub to supplier [supplier, hub]
(15) Biomass price offered by supplier [supplier] = 0.205, 0.21, 0.2, 0.215, 0.22, 0.22
(16) Biomass storage cost at hub [hub] = (Biomass stock at hub [hub]*Holding cost at hub

per unit of time [hub])/TIME STEP
(17) Holding cost at hub per unit of time [hub] = 0.002, 0.0015
(18) Cost of hubs could be shared with suppliers [hub] = Biomass storage cost at hub [hub]

+ Total biomass purchase cost of hub [hub]
(19) Hubs’ cost shared with suppliers [hub, supplier] = Cost of hubs could be shared with

suppliers [hub]*Cost sharing ratio between Hub and supplier [hub, supplier]
(20) Cost sharing ratio between Hub and supplier [hub, supplier] = Maximum cost sharing

ratio between Hub [hub]*(Biomass order by hub to supplier [supplier, hub]/Supplier
capacity [supplier])

(21) 0< = Maximum cost sharing ratio between Hub [hub] < = 1
(22) Initial value in the model = 0
(23) Proportional delivery ratio of hub to community [hub, community] = Order ratio to

hub [hub, community]/Total delivery ratio of hub [hub]
(24) Total delivery ratio of hub [hub] = SUM (Order ratio to hub [hub, community!])
(25) 0< = Order ratio to hub [hub, community] < = 1
(26) Initial value of Order ratio to hub [hub, community = 1
(27) Order capacity by community to hub [hub, community] = max (min ((Capacity of

biomass storage at community [community] − Biomass stock at community [Com-
munity]), Biomass stock at hub [hub]), 0)/TIME STEP

(28) Capacity of biomass storage at community [community] = 200,000, 200,000, 1.5 × 106

(29) Biomass distribution cost to community [community] = SUM (Biomass distribution
cost from hub to community [hub!, community])

(30) Biomass distribution cost from hub to community [hub, community] = (Biomass
price offered by hub [hub, community]*Biomass order by community to hub [hub,
community])
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(31) Biomass price offered by hub [hub] = 0.362, 0.409
(32) Biomass storage cost at community [community] = (Biomass stock at community

[community]*Holding cost at community [community])/TIME STEP
(33) Electricity production cost from biomass [community] = Electricity production from

biomass [community]*Levelized biomass to electricity conversion cost [community]
(34) Electricity production cost from fossil fuel [community] = Electricity production from

fossil fuel [community]*Levelized electricity generation cost from diesel [community]
(35) Electricity production from biomass [community] = Biomass conversion ratio [com-

munity]*Biomass use for electricity production at community [community]*Loading
factor of biomass to electricity conversion facility [community]

(36) Electricity production from fossil fuel [community] = Electricity demand [community]
− Electricity production from biomass [community]

(37) Cost of communities could be shared with hubs[community] = Biomass distribution
cost to community[community] + Biomass storage cost at community[community] +
Electricity production cost from biomass[community] + Electricity production cost
from fossil fuel[community]

(38) Cost of communities could be shared with hubs[community] = Biomass distribution
cost to community[community] + Biomass storage cost at community[community] +
Electricity production cost from biomass[community] + Electricity production cost
from fossil fuel[community]

(39) Communities’ cost shared with hubs [community, hub] = Cost of communities could
be shared with hubs [community]*Cost sharing ratio between community and hub
[community, hub]

(40) Cost sharing ratio between community and hub [community, hub] = (Biomass order
by community to hub [hub, community]/Capacity of hub [hub])*Maximum cost
sharing ratio between community and hub [community]*Time

(41) 0< = Maximum cost sharing ratio between community and hub [community] < = 1
(42) Initial value of cost sharing ratio between community and hub [community] = 0
(43) Cost of hubs[hub] = Total biomass purchase cost of hub[hub] + Biomass storage cost

at hub[hub] + SUM(Communities’ cost shared with hubs[community!, hub])-SUM(
Hubs’ cost shared with suppliers[hub, supplier!])

(44) Cumulative cost of hubs = INTEG (SUM (Cost of hubs [hub!]))
(45) Cost of communities [community] = Biomass distribution cost to community[community]

+ Electricity production cost from biomass[community] + Electricity production cost
from fossil fuel[community] + Biomass storage cost at community[community] −
SUM(Communities’ cost shared with hubs[community, hub!])

(46) Cumulative cost of communities = INTEG [SUM (Cost of communities [community!])]
(47) Total collective cost of supply chain = SUM (Cost of communities [community!]) +

SUM (Cost of hubs [hub!])+SUM (Hubs’ cost shared with suppliers [hub!, supplier!])
(48) Cumulative total collective cost = INTEG (Total collective cost of supply chain)
(49) Initial value = 0
(50) Levelized biomass to electricity conversion cost [community] = 0.046, 0.044, 0.048
(51) Levelized electricity generation cost from diesel [community] = 0.208, 0.215, 0.207
(52) Biomass conversion ratio [community] = 4.7, 4.8, 4.6
(53) Capacity of biomass to electricity conversion facility [community] = 500, 500, 500
(54) Working days = 30
(55) Hours = 24
(56) TIME STEP = 1
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